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INTRODUCING NEW DIAGONAL COLLECTION  
With that unique classy vintage taste. 

La Passione latest collection, Diagonal, it’s inspired by that old school cycling all modern cyclists are 
descended from.

5 new Jerseys in 5 solid shades for celebrating the arrival of the warmer season.


The aim was to design the perfectly fitting Jersey every cyclist wishes to wear when the ride gets 
tough. That’s why every single detail of the Jersey has been meticulously refined to achieve the most 
performing mix of hi-tech fabrics and Pro Race cuts.

3 different fabrics (strictly Italian ones) have been combined to reach the mix of extreme breathability 
and high stretch required while pedaling.

The longer sleeve length, the minimal V-shaped neck are just two of the various stylish features the 
Jersey is equipped with.


Last but definitely not least, the price, 75€, in line with the fair pricing policy La Passione follows 
thanks to his radically different approach and his DTC business model.


Users can always compare La Passione’s prices with the average price applied by other premium 
brands (135€ in this case), which is often quite astonishing.


La Passione has been quickly growing since the foundation in 2015, and this 2018 is going to be an 
exciting year of new collections and technical upgradings. 

As the Founder & CEO Giuliano Ragazzi claims: “The aim is to become a benchmark for all those 
cyclists looking for a new, smart way of following their passion, dressing well and comfortably in the 
saddle without always having to pay the huge mark-up due to all the stately marketing campaigns 
and sponsorships a company choose to do.”
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